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Introduction 

Recent advances in information technology (IT) provide 
educators with unique opportunities to fundamentally 
shape education of the future. If used intelligently, the 
new computer technology will usher in revolutionary 
changes in education—the way we teach and learn—at 
all levels: kindergarten to high school, and university to 
life-long learning. The emergent components of computer-
aided education (CAE) including multimedia 
presentations, interactive digital books, and the internet, 
are often developed separately to be used as individual 
approaches in CAE without a cohesive and 
comprehensive strategy. The key to effective CAE in the 
future lies in an integration of these three technologies to 
form a unified approach to education. An integrated 
approach will give students of ecology and science a 
comprehensive learning environment that includes in-
class, independent, and extended learning. I have 
developed extensive computer-aided, multimedia, 
instructional modules to teach my courses in introductory 
general ecology physiological plant ecology, and 
restoration ecology. The use of computer-aided education, 
including interactive multimedia lessons and modules for 
independent learning, provides students with a enhanced 



in-class lectures and the opportunity to extend learning 
beyond the classroom. Each course has an companion 
course on internet from which students can access course 
materials and information at their convenience. Further 
enhancements to the courses on internet will soon extend 
the student’s opportunities for learning beyond the 
classroom. 

Education After Pandemic 

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought significant 
changes to the way we live and work, and one of the 
areas most affected is education. Schools around the 
world have had to adapt to new ways of teaching and 
learning, with remote and hybrid models becoming the 
norm. As we start to emerge from the pandemic, it's 
important to reflect on the lessons learned and consider 
how education can be improved going forward. 

One of the key takeaways from the pandemic is the 
importance of flexibility and adaptability. Schools that 
were able to quickly pivot to remote learning and hybrid 
models were better equipped to continue providing 
education to their students. Going forward, schools 
should continue to prioritize flexibility, whether it's in 
the form of offering online or hybrid learning options, or 
being prepared to quickly adapt to new situations. 



Another important lesson is the need for strong 
communication between schools, parents, and students. 
During the pandemic, communication was more 
important than ever, as schools had to keep parents and 
students informed about changes to schedules and 
teaching methods. In the future, schools should continue 
to prioritize clear communication and find new ways to 
engage with parents and students, such as through social 
media or online forums. 

The pandemic has also highlighted the importance of 
mental health and wellbeing in education. Students and 
teachers alike have experienced significant stress and 
anxiety during the pandemic, and it's important for 
schools to prioritize mental health support going 
forward. This could involve offering counselling services 
or providing training for teachers to better support 
students' mental health. 

Another area that has been impacted by the pandemic is 
the digital divide. Students who lacked access to 
technology or reliable internet struggled to keep up with 
remote learning, and this has highlighted the need for 
schools to ensure that all students have access to the 
technology and resources they need to succeed. Going 



forward, schools should continue to prioritize digital 
equity and find ways to bridge the digital divide. 

Finally, the pandemic has highlighted the need for 
education to be more inclusive and equitable. The 
pandemic has disproportionately affected marginalized 
communities, and it's important for schools to prioritize 
equity in education going forward. This could involve 
addressing systemic inequities in access to education, 
providing targeted support for marginalized students, 
and ensuring that diverse perspectives are represented in 
the curriculum. 

In conclusion, the COVID-19 pandemic has had a 
significant impact on education, and as we move 
forward, it's important to take the lessons learned and 
apply them to improve education for all students. By 
prioritizing flexibility, communication, mental health, 
digital equity, and equity in education, schools can help 
students thrive in the post-pandemic world. 

 

 

 

 

 



Class Wise Activities 

Class:- 3rd Sun+Moon 

Activity:- Chapter No 5 Introduction to LOGO 

 To draw shapes in MSWLOGO using commands. 

In this activity students using logo commands such as   

FD-Forward,Bk-Backward, Lt-Left, Rt-Right, CS-
clearscreen,CT-cleartext,Clean,home,seth, to draw shapes 
in MSWLOGO. 

Learning Outcomes:- Using above mentioned  commands 
in MSWLOGO students are able to draw different 
shapes such as square,rectangle, triangle,lines. 



  

 
 



Class:- 4th  Sun+Moon 

Activity:- Chapter No 1 Computer Fundamentals  

To draw chart which is showing differences between 
human being and computer. 

In this activity students will write the differences 
between human being and computer. In  criteria like 
brain,working speed, accuracy, feeling & emotions, 
storage capacity. 

Learning Outcomes:- Using above mentioned  criteria 
students will understand actual difference between 
human and computer.  

They can compare about their characteristics with 
computer  

Characteristics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



Class:- 4th  Sun+Moon 

Activity:- Chapter No 5 More On LOGO 

Drawing polygons and designs using repeat command  
and other logo commands. 

In this activity students will draw the polygons and 
designs using repeat command and other logo commands 
such as fd,bk,rt,lt,pu,pd,ht,st etc. 

Learning Outcomes:- After using repeat command and 
other commands in logo students are able to draw 
polygons such triangle, square, pentagon, 
hexagon,heptagon,octagon, nonagon,and decagon as well 
as they can draw different designs using polygons and 
circles, curves,semicircles etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

  



Class:- 5th   Sun+Moon 

Activity:- Chapter No 1 Computer Fundamentals 

Measurement units in computer & measurement units in 
other things. 

In this activity students are making charts that showing 
the measurement units in computer memory and 
measurement units in other things. 

Learning Outcomes:- After performing this activity 
students will understand the difference between the 
measurement units in computer memory and 
measurement units in other things such as length, 
weight, time, volume etc.

 
 



 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 



Class:- 5th  Sun+Moon 

Activity:- Chapter No 3 Working with tables in word 

To create a table showing state, capital,area and 
languages spoken in following states west 
Bengal,Sikkim,& north east india. 

In this activity students has to create a table showing 
capital, area, and languages spoken in following states 
west Bengal, Sikkim,& north east india. 

Learning Outcomes:- In this activity students 
understand how to create table. They also understand 
different parts of table such as row, column and cell. 
After creating table they also get knowledge of some 
states informations such as  capital, area, languages 
spoken and population . 

 
 



 

 

 

 
 

 



  

   

 
 

 

 

 



Class:- 5th  Sun+Moon 

 

Activity:- Chapter No 4 Working with objects in word 

Inserting shapes and images of herbivores animals in 
word document. And format it using various formatting 
options. 

Learning Outcomes:- 

After performing this activity students will understand 
how to insert pictures in word document, how to insert 
shapes, word art and also to format the same by using 
different formatting options. 

 

 
         

 



 

 
 



 

        

 
 

         



 

 
 

                                                     

 

 



                                                                                                                    

 
 

                                         

 
                                              

                                                           
                                                                                                                              

                                                             

               
                 

                                                                                               

 

 

 



Class:- 6th  Sun+Moon 

Activity:- Formatting in Excel 

Creating tables in Excel and format it using various 
formatting options. 

Learning Outcomes:- 

After performing this activity students will understand 
how to create tables and format the same by using 
different formatting options. 

 

 



 
 

 

 



Class:- 7th  Sun+Moon 

Activity:- Performing DMAS in Excel 

Learning Outcomes:- 

After performing this activity students will understand 
how to perform simple operation like Division, 
Multiplication, Addition, Subtraction on two numbers. 

 



 
 



 

 



 
 

 



Class:- 8th  Sun+Moon 

Activity:- Creating a table in HTML and formatting it. 

Learning Outcomes:- 

After performing this activity students will be able to 
create a table in HTML and format it using various 
colours. 

 
 









 
 

 



Class:- 9th  Sun+Moon 

Activity:- Creating a presentation in MS Powerpoint 
based on any topic. 

Learning Outcomes:- 

Making a PowerPoint presentation can have several 
learning outcomes, including: 

Improved communication skills: Creating a PowerPoint 
presentation requires you to convey your message 
effectively, using clear and concise language, visuals, and 
other multimedia elements. This can help you improve 
your communication skills, which can be useful in a 
variety of settings, including work, school, and personal 
relationships. 

Enhanced critical thinking: To create a PowerPoint 
presentation, you must first understand the topic 
thoroughly and organize your thoughts in a logical and 
coherent manner. This process can help you develop 
critical thinking skills, which are essential for problem-
solving and decision-making. 

Increased creativity: Making a PowerPoint presentation 
allows you to express your creativity by selecting and 
designing graphics, choosing fonts and colors, and 
arranging content in a visually appealing way.  



Class X Portfolio and Project Submission 

A portfolio is a collection of work “to support reflection 
that can help students understand their own learning 
and to provide a richer picture of student work that 
documents growth over time” Portfolios show 
progression in learning over time. Selecting portfolio 
pieces allows for student choice, and their own 
evaluation of what best showcases their learning. 
Reflection is a key portion of the portfolio – allowing 
students to consider their assignment, learning, strengths 
and weaknesses, and how to improve. As a student 
progresses through grade levels, peer review and 
constructive commentary play a role for student self-
assessment and opportunities to plan progress.  

• A portfolio is a long-term form of self reflection and 
assessment that students do together with their peers, 
teachers and school community, via commentary and 
feedback.  

• A portfolio is not just a folder containing student 
work but a self-selection. Student selection and choice is 
vital in the process. Explaining their chosen pieces and 
evaluating their learning is essential.  

• By reflecting on their own learning (self-assessment), 
students begin to identify the strengths and weaknesses 



in their work. These weaknesses then become 
improvement goals.  

Students of grade X prepared and submitted portfolio for 
the partial fulfilment of AISSE exam 2022-2023. 

Class X Project requirements as per CBSE guidelines. 
Any Interdisciplinary Real World Case Study to be 
taken. Summarized data reports of same can be presented 
in base. Input should be taken using forms and output 
should be done using reports using base. Documentation 
of the case study should be presented using writer. 
Students of grade X prepared and submitted project for 
the partial fulfilment of AISSE exam 2022-2023. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Class X Practical Board Exam 

On 4 February 2023, the Practical Board Exam for the 
Subject: Information Technology having Sub Code: 402 
was conducted by the Internal Examiner Mr. 
Mohammad Mudassar in a fair, unbiased and smooth 
manner at the Computer Lab of Buldana Cambridge 
School.  

Chit and draw method was used to select practical for 
the students.  Each student had to perform 3 practicals 
based on Advanced Documentation, Advanced  
Spreadsheet, Database Management i.e 1 practical on 
each of the above 3 units. 

All the students attended the exam with discipline, great 
spirit, enthusiasm and tried their best to get the exact 
outputs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Conclusion 

The IT department is the chief support of any institute 
in today’s era. The report emphasizes the critical role of 
technology in supporting teaching and learning, as well 
as in streamlining administrative processes.  

Overall, the report provides a comprehensive overview of 
the school's technology landscape and offers actionable 
insights and recommendations for improvement.  

However, there is still room for improvement in certain 
areas such as student engagement and involvement in 
department activities. The department should also 
continue to focus on promoting diversity and inclusivity 
in all aspects of its operations. 

Overall, the Department of Information Technology has 
made significant progress over the past year and 
continues to play a vital role in shaping the future of the 
students and school. 
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Departments 

2. Staff 

I bave taken a case study for the school to maintain the staff details in an organized 

way. I have selected 2 tables to do this project work. 

Create Table 

2. Insert data 

To prepare a summarized report for the case I have used the following concepts of 

O0 base. 

3. Operations on tables 

4. Queries 

5. Forms 

INTRODUCTION 

6. Reports 

My 00 Base Project Work includes the following reports: 

All staff members and department details 

All staff member & All department details 

2. Department location wise 

3. Staff according to department 

4. Staff according to designation 

5. Staff according to type of appointment 

ADITI INGLE 

6. Staff report on the level of seniority 

7. Staff report subject wise 



The structure of these two tables are as follows: 

The departments' table has 3 main fields as follows: 

1. Department Table 

Field 

Dep ID 

DepName Text 

DepLoation Text 

Field 

2. Emp Table 

Staff ID 

StaffName 

DateofJoining 

Status 

Data Type Constraint Description 

Subject 
Qualification 

|Integer 
(Auto) 

2 

3 

Data Type 

Integer(Auto) 

Text 

Date 

Text 

Text 

Department_ID Integer 
Tex 

Primary 
Key 

Primary 
Key 

Holds a unique id for each department 

|Store department name 

ConstraintDescription 

Store the location of the department like 
senior setion, middle section etc. 

Holds unique if for each staff member 

Holds the staff member name 

7. Now click on Next. 

Holds the date of joining 

OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT 

1. This project is for any school. Which provide staff management facility. 

Holds the status out of regular, probation, 
contractual etc. 

My consideration while developing this project was to achieve the following goals: 

Holds the subject taught by a teacher 

10.Click on Next. 

Holds qualification of teacher 

It also saves the valuable time of the admins and lots of paper works. 

Holds department id of the staff 

This will save lots of effort of the user. He/She is able to manage lots of information 

after using this project and also able for seeing in different angles. 

4. User can manage all the records very easily and can generate all kinds of reports for 

management. 

CREATING DATA ENTRY FORM 

1. Click on Forms button in the left pane. 

2. Click on Use Wizard to Create Form... option. 

11.Now Apply the styles for the form. 

Use save record button to save data. 

3. Select the required fields, here I need all fields. So I have clicked on >> button. 

Add new record for new data entry. 

4. Now click on Next button for the next step. 

5. This step is for setting up a subform. Here it is not required, so click on next. 

6. Now arrange the controls as per the need. I have selected first option Columnar -

Labels Left. 

8. Now select the option to Data Entry form. 

9. Select the option � The form is to be used for entering new data only. Existing data 

will not be displayed. 

12.Click on Next and Give name for the form. 

Now create form for data manipulation as modification or deletion. The steps are same as 

above in the last only select the option "The form is used to view all data". Do not select 

the option to "Do not allow addition of new data"" as I have made Data Entry form 

separately. 

STEPS TO CREATE A DATABASE 

1. Click on Start’ All Apps. 

2. Scroll down for Open Office 4.1.7 ’ OpenOffice Base 

3. A Database Wizard will appear. 

4. Select Create a new database option. 

5. Click on Next. 

6. Select the option for register database if you wish to register, click on *Yes, Register 

the database for me" otherwise click on No, do not register the database". 

7. Now select the option Open the database for editing. 

8. Click on Finish. 

9. Saved database with name "Employee". 

10. Now the database is ready for the project. 

STEPS TO CREATE TABLES 

1. Select Tables from left pane. 

2. Now click on Create Table in Design view... option. 

3. Specify the columns and data types for the columns along with description. 

4. Assign primary key by right click on the field name. 

5. Save the table. 

INSERT DATA INTO TABLE 

1. Double click on table. 

2. Type the required data 

3. Save the table. --Staff Table 

Steps: 

CREATING REPORTS 

1. All staff members and department Details 

1. Click Reports button from left pane. 

2. Select the fields Query : All from Staff and Dept. 

3. Click on >> button to shift all fields. Click on Next. 

4. Choose labels and click on Next. 

5. No need to select grouping here. Click on Next. 

6. If sorting needed choose the fields and Click on Next. I have not sorted the 

records. 

7. Select the layout as per the need. 

8. Namne the report and click on Finish Button. 

2. Department Location Wise 

The steps are almost same, here the records are grouped according to location. 

3. StaffAccording to department 

4. Staff according to designation 

5. Staff report according to type of appointment 

6. Staff report on the level of seniority 

7. Staff report subject wise 

1. CBSE Study Material 

www.openoffice.org 

REFERENCES 



RESOURCES ON THE EARTH: 
The natural resources of the earth are air, water, soil, minerals and 

living organisms. 
The outer crust of the earth is the lithosphere. The water on the earth 

is the hydrosphere. The layer of the air around the earth is the 
atmosphere. Living organisms are found where the atmosphere, 
hydrosphere and lithosphere interact and is the biosphere. 

Biosphere 

Lithosphere 

Atmosphere 

AIR (ATMOSPHERE): 

Hydrosphere 

Air is a mixture of gases like nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, water vapour 
and other gases. 

MUNOSphere 

During respiration living organisms use oxygen to break down glucose and 
get energy for their activities. This results in the release of carbon dioxide. 
Burning of fuels also use oxygen and release carbon dioxide. 

The movement of air (Winds)_: 

Biosphere 

During photosynthesis green plants convert carbon dioxide into glucose in 
the presence of sunlight. This results in the release of oxygen. 

Aydrosphere 

These processes help to maintain the oxygen - carbon dioxide balance in 
nature. 

THE ROLE OF ATMOSPHERE IN CLIMATE CONTROL: 

cool air 

The atmosphere covers the earth like a blanket. Air is a bad conductor of heat. It 
prevents sudden increase in temperature during the day and also slows down the 
escape of heat during the night. So the atmosphere keeps the average temperature of 
the earth fairly steady during the day and throughout the year. 

DAY TIME 

Uthospher, 

When air gets heated, it rises up and produces low pressure and cool air moves in to 
take its place. The movement of air causes winds. 

warm air 

NIGHT TIME 

During the day the land gets heated faster than the sea. So the hot air above the land 
rises up and cool air from the sea moves towards the land. During the night sea cools 
down slowly than the land. So the hot air above the sea rises up and cool air from the 
land moves towards the sea. 

warm air 

Coo air 



AIR POLLUTION : 
The increase in the content of harmful substances in the air is called air 

pollution. 
Fossil fuels like coal and petroleum contain small amounts of nitrogen and 

sulphur. When these fuels are burnt, it release oxides of sulphur and nitrogen. 
These oxides dissolve in rain and causes acid rain. 

Burning of fossil fuels also release unburnt carbon particles which reduces 
visibility. During cold weather along with condensed water it forms smog. 

Regular breathing air containing these harmful substances causes allergies, 
cancer, heart diseases etc. 

(sulphur dioxide and 
o oshere) 

by the wind 

nater ater to form cld rain 

stre 

Smog in Beijing 

Ozone laver 

THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT 
Gases like carbon dioxide, methane, chlorofluro carbon(CFCs) traps the 

heat radiated by the earth and prevents the escape of heat from the earth. 
The increase in the presence of these gases in the atmosphere causes 
increase in the temperature of the atmosphere. This is called the greenhouse 
effect. 

Greenhouse effect can cause melting of polar ice, increase in sea levels, 
flooding of coastal areas and submerging of islands. 

10 to 50 km 

Smog in Los Angeles 

0 to 10 km 

Ozone molecule contains three atoms of oxygen (O,). It is present in the 
upper layers of the atmosphere. It is poisonous gas. It protects the earth 
from the harmful ultra-violet radiations from the sun which is harmful for living 
organisms. 

STRATOSPHERE 

The ozone layer is being damaged by carbon compounds like chloro fluoro 
carbons (CFSS). To prevent the damage to the ozone layer, the use of 
(CFSs) is being reduced. 

oZONE LAYER 

TROPOSPHERE 
EARTH 

SOIL POLLUTION: 
0 The addition of harmful substances which affects the fertility of 

the soil and kills the diversity of organisms living in it is called 
soil pollution. 

Ozone hole 

New 
Zealand 

Soil pollution is caused by the excessive use of fertilisers 
and pesticides. It kills the organisms like earthworms and 
bacteria which makes the soil rich in humus. The removal of 

useful components and addition of other harmful substances 
reduces the fertility of soil and causes soil pollution. 

South 
America 

Antarctica 

UY RAYS 

Africa 

SUN 



NATURAL 
RESOURCES 

W21)IALASIA 

Students will be able to: 

Grade 7 

Unit Learning Goals 

" List and explain different types of natural resources including renewable, 
non-renewable and flow resources 

" DiscuSs the different types of natural resources 

" Analyze aspects of the extraction/harvesting of natural resources 
" Explain how natural resources are extracted and harvested 

" Use inquiry to investigate issues relating to the extraction/harvesting of 
natural resources 

" Use an inquiry based learning approach 

Unit SuCcess Criteria 

" | can identify Earth's renewable, non-renewable, and flow 
resources 

"l can describe ways that people use the natural environment 
"I can identifty the effects of extraction and harvesting on people 

and the environment 

"| Can discuss challenges with society and the environment that 
Come from the use of natural resources 

What is a natural resource? 
" To answer this question, we must first look at what is a resource? 

"A resource is something that is Useful to people 

" Let's take a look at this video: 

resources. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?y=8LfD EKze2M&list=PL3 
Imal Dda CNL5UYYJix ELFu 9oC7XUaJi 

Natural resources 
" A material found in nature that has usefulness and economic 
value 

Renewable resOUrces 

"A resource that can be replaced fairly quickly 
Examples: 
" Sun 

Wind 

Water 

Soil 

Plants 

Why should people care? 

Your use of natural resOUrces: 
" ldentify some of the ways that yOU Can improve your use of 
natural resources or how you can help to preserve natural 

Advantages 
Sustainable 

Using your knowledge that you have gained throughout this unit, 
identify why people should care about sustainability and the 
impact that our Use of natural resources is having on supplies of 
natural resources and the physical environment. 

Requires little maintenance 

Produces little waste 

O 

Disadvantages 
Difficult to produce large 
quantities 
The liability of supply is often 
dependent on weather 



PRACTICAL NO. 1 

|- Create and apply styles in digital document 

Friendship 

Friendship is important in life because it teaches us a great deal about life. 
We leam so many lessons from friendship which we won't find anywhere 
else. You learn to love someone other than your family. You learn how to 
understand people and trust others. Your real 
you and cheer for you. They will take you on 
from any evil. 

PRACTICAL NO. 3 

Create and use template 

OUTPUT SCREENSHOTS 

School Logo 

"A friend in need is a friend indeed' 

purpose only. 

Respected Class Teacher, 

{Class} -{Set} 

Yours Sincerely, 
{Name of Student} 

Template Management 

My Templates 
assignment 3 

Class Teacher's Signature 
Date: 

Presentations 

Leave Application Template 

ny sye 
SESSION 1 
session 3 

Templates 

enttion Backgrounds 

Syles and Formating 

Untitled 1 

after dark 

Complimentay close 
Default 

Untitled 2 
Untitled 3 

Untitled 4 

Dream Heading: 

Documents 

DrearmOuot 

First line indent 
Hanging indent 
Heding 

Heading 1 
Heding 10 
Heading 2 
Heading 3 

Subject: Leave Application for {Reason} 

Heading 4 
Heading 5 
Heading 6 

OUTPUT SCREENSHOTS 

Myself (Name of Student}, {Roll No}, of {Class}-{Set} 
seeking permission to grant me leave for {no _of days} from 

to 

Heading 7 
Heading & 
Heading 9 
List Indent 
Marginalia 
Signature 
Text body 

Tavt had indant 
Automatic 

tschool Name] 

[School Address] 

Close 

Commands 

Delete 

Edit 

Import Template... 
Export Iemplate.. 

Printer Settings.. 

Update 

Delete 

Set As Default Template| 
Reset Defaut Template 

File. 

PRACTICAL NO. 2 

Insert and Use Images in digital document 

of alliving beings on Earth. FRight from the 
food we eat, the clothes we wear, and the 
house we live in is provided by nature. Nature 

PRACTICAL NO. 4 

is caled 'Mother Nature' because just like our 
mother, she is always nurturing us with all our needs. 

Google Hangout 

OUTPUT SCREENSHOTS 

Table of Contents 

How to Downlcad. 

Settings. 

Create and Custonmize Table of Contents 

Status Setting.. 

Otter Setin gs. 

No tific ation Seting.. 

Sending Nessages. 

OUTPUT SCREENSHOTS 

Google Hangout 

Nature refers to the interaction 
between the physical suroundings 
around us and the life within it like 

atmosphere, climate, natural 
resources, ecosystem, flora, fauna, 
and humans. Nature is indeed God's 
precious gift to Earth. Itis the primary 
Source of allthe necessitites for the 
nourishment 

How to Download 

Google hangout is an instant mess aging communication appication developed 

To download it follow these steps: 

1. Lunch the Play Store or Google Chrome Browser 
2. Search for Google Hangout 

Settings 

Find peace in Nature! 

3. Choose the appropriate link for the app. 
4. Download it and install it 

by Google. It Replaces two messagng producs by Google i.e. Google Chat and 
Google Talk. 

It provides the folowing settings: 

Status Setting 

Notification Setting 

It allows to set the user's status. It is a message that visible to the saved 
contacts. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

..1 

{_. This application is written for leave 



PRACTICAL NO. 5Implement the mail merge 
Mail Merge Wizard 

1. Select starting documen 
2Select 

1. Create salutation 
5. Adjust layout 

8. Save print or send 

Mail Merge Wizard 

Steps 

select starting document 

3. Inset add t 

4. Create salutation 
S. Adjust layout 
6.Edit document 

8. Save, print or send 

Steos 

|Mail Merge Wizerd 

Help 

. Select starting documen 

2.Select document type 

ss bloc 

5.Adjust layc 
6.Edit document 

10 

11 

PRACTICAL NO. 6 

12 

3 

t type 

6 

Help 

9 

10 

1S. No 

11 

12 

10 

or send 

11 

S. No 

1S. No 

OUTPUT SCREENSHOTS 

Select: 

What type ot 

Letter 

Create a alutation 

JJhis document should contain a salutatior 

Eemale 

Male 

nsert personalized salutation 

General salutation 

Address list field indicating a female recipient 
Field name 

Field yalue 

Dear Mr. sakurada, 

Address block 

To whom it may concern, 

From Jeft 

Adjust Layout of address block and salutation 

MAlign to tert boy 

Erom top 

Move 

Move 

Name 
1Anil 
2Amit 

|Analyze data using scenarios and goal seek 
|Assignment 1 

3 Ankush 

1Anil 

4 Bhavin 

positio 

ament type 

S Bhavya 

8 Dhara 

nessage 

6 Bharti 
7Chandani 

9 Dhaval 

Name 

2Amit 

10 Gaurang 

3Ankush 

OUTPUT SCREENSHOTS 

4 Bhavin 

1 Anil 

6 Bharti 
5 Bhavya 

8Dhara 
7Chandani 

9 Dhaval 

Name 

10 Gaurang 

4 Bhavin 

2 Amit 

3Ankush 
5 Bhavya 

8 Dhara 

Gende 

6 Bharti 
7Chandani 

9 Dhaval 

<< Back 

10 Gaurang 

|.98 
2.16* 

<< Back 

Nert > 

Up 

Dowr 

Next >> 

Net >> 

751 
Quater 1 Quater2 

834 

831 
725 
754 
700 
754 
767 
772 
791 

Quater 1 
250| 
258 
275 
259 
263 
241 
274 

Document:1 

268 

Einish 

258 
263 

789 
755 

825 
803 

784 
812 
734 

776 
802 

822 

Quater2 

260 
235 
268 
259 
257 
275 
254 
276 
253 

Cance 

274 

Match fields.. 

Zoom Entire page 

Cancel 

Cancel 

Quater 3 
760 
835 

611 
785 
710 
703 
698 

705 
847 
805 

Quater 3 
269 

274 
241 
263 
236 

23 
257 
254 

271 
281 

Quater 1 Quater 2 Quater3 

Meil Merge Wizard 

. Select starting docu 
.Select 

3. Insert address block 

.Adi 

B.Edit document 

Mail Merge Wizard 

. Insert address block 

4. Create salutation 

5. Adjust layout 
6. Edit document 

ument type 

Steos 

Help 

document 
.Save, print or send 

Mail Merge Wizard 

1. Select starting document 
2. Select docum 

1sert address block 

.Create salutation 

z Datonaliee de 

1S No 

2 

3 

Help 

4 

umen 

7 

8 

9 

1l2l3 

ment 

or send 

Assignment 2 

Name 
1Anil 

4Bhavin 

5Bhavya 
6Bharti 
7Chandani 
8Dhara 
9Dhaval 

10 Gaurang 

A 

1 Lesson ID 

Recipient 

Lesson Id 

Edit Documer 

Clicki 

Search for 

can pionapmenngn emporay ke 
wizard by clicking 

Quater 1 Quater 

25 

263 

lze the mail n 

24 

274 

Save, print or send the d 

Select one of the options below: 

66 

263 

Title 

Title 

document 

O Save starting document 

O Save merged document 
O Print merged document 

260 

250 

O Erom 

257 

Dcdude this 

O Save as single do 

275 

O Whole words only 
N Bacbwards 

OMacch case 

254 
276 

253 

<< Back 

274 

O Send merged document as E-Mail 

s individual d 

Save Documents 

< Back 

Ouater 3 

260 

236 

257 

le document 

271 
281 

"undefi 

Copy resuls jo 

1 Working with functions 
2File Handling 
3Digital Documentation 

7 Data Connectivity 
8Employablity Skills 

ment 

Sonsoldation rmges 

Next>> 

s2015 SC525E511 

4Electronic Spreadsheet 
sData handling using Pandas 
6Data Visualization 

1 Working with functions 
2File Handling 

Io 

6Data Visualization 

7 Data Connectivity 

lext >> 

5Data handling using Pandas 

3 Digital Documentation 
4Electronic Spreadsheet 
8 Employablity Skills 

Finis 

Einish 

$08SC52ES1 

SConscoldte SCs2 

Cance 

Cancel 

Category 
Computer Science 
Computer Science 

Category 

Information Technology 
Information Technology 
|Informatics Practices 
Informatics Practices 
Informatics Practices 

Information Technology 

Computer Science 
Computer Science 

More 

Informatics Practices 
Informatics Practices 
Informatics Practices 

Information Technology 
Information Technology 
Information Technology 

3 

8 

ent ype 



Subtotals 

1st Group 2nd Group 3rd Group Options 

Group by 

Category 

Calculate subtotals for 

JLession_ld 
OTitle 
VCategor 

Assignment 3 

Rol No. GR NO 

Assignment 1 

10 

Database 

Steps 

SEEE 
Table 

Que 

Table Wizard 

Roll No. 

Forms 

Beports 

Steos 

1Select fields 

3. Set primary key 
4. Create table 

Table Wizard 

2. Set types and formats 

Help 

1523 Chaitanya 

1. Select fields 

2320 Daxa 

First Name 

1247indra 

3. Set primary key 
4. Create table 

2. Set types and formats 

Heip 

856 Kalpesh 
12 Mohan 

RNew Databasel.odb - OpenOffice Base 

A 

File Edit View nsert Iools Window Help 

Tasks 

Last Name 

Bhojak 
ramar 

Tables 

Chavda 

Mehata 
Solanki 

Vaghela 

2 Bhavin 

OK 

4Chirag 

6 Daxa 
7 Indra 

10 Mohan 

Employees 

5 Daxesh 

BillingRate 

ER Create Table in 

Salet felds for vour table 

iness 
Sample tables 
Assets 

First Name 

1 Alpesh 

PRACTICAL NO. 8 Create and edit tables using wizard 

8 Imran 

9Kalpesh 

Ayailable fields 

AS3et 
ategoryiD 

BarcodeNumber 

CurrentValue 
quired 

DepartmentlC 

3 Chaitanya 

Select fields for your table 

Sample tables 

This wizard helps you to 

Use function 

R Use Wizard to Create Table... 
Create View. 

Business 

< Back 

Ayailable fields 

Sum 

Count 

Average 

Min 

Product 

CountryorReqion 

OUTPUT SCREENSHOTS 

Ematehlmber 

Count (numbers only) 

StDev (Sample) 
Varropulation) 

VarP (Population) 

Date of Birth Father Name 

12anshyam Bhatt 
09/08/88 Sukhram Bhojak 
OB/0787 2ramar 

< Back 

Cancel 

nple table, choose the fields you want to incl 

05/05/86 Dhanji Bhai Chavda 
191Urykant Mehata 
02/02/86 Vikram Solanki 
23/04/57 Raman Vaghela 

Help 

O Pgrsonal 

This wizard helps you to create a table for your database. After selecting a table category and 
Sample tabie, choose the fields you want to include in your table. You can include fields from 

Next> 

Patel 
Bhatt 

OPersonal 

Net> 

Bhojak 

Last Name 

Parmar 
Suthar 

Reset 

Chavda 

Mehata 
Khan 
Solanki 

Vaghela 

Selected fields 

Finish 

Selected fields 

FirstName 

Delete 

Mother Name 

DateHired 

Munjula 

e table for your database. After selecting a table category and a 

Sharmila 

Finish 

Hetal 
Premila 
Vanita 

in your table. You can include fields frorm 

Cancel! 

Cance! 

A 

OUTPUT SCREENSHOTS 

PRACTICAL NO. 7 Share and reviewa spreadsheet 
|Assignment 4 

Steps 

Table Wizard 

1.Select fields 

Assignment 5 

. Set primary key 

4. Create table 

Steps 

Table Wizard 

Help 

2 PT1 
Term 

2. Set types and formats 

. Select fields 

4 Term 2 

Stens 

B. Set primary key 
4. Create table 

Help 

Table Wizard 

1 

Share Document 

2 Set types and formats 

1.Select fields 

3. Set primary key 

4. Create table 

Untitled S Openoffice Csle 

DSharethis spreadsheet with other users 

Help 

Arial 

Users currently accessing this spreadsheet 
Name 

Vuki Sakurada (exclusive access) 

2. Set types and formats 

Help 

Fermat Tool 

Not: Changes to formatting attributes like fonts, colors, and number 
formats will not be saved and some functionalitieslike editing charts and 
get ex clusive access needed for those changes and functionalities. 

Selected felds 

atiD 

LastName 
DateHired 

Salary 
Department 

Set field types and formats 

Set primary key 

72 
70 

83 

75 

<Back 

English Maths Science 

Create table 

Create a primary key 

LastName 
DateHirec 

<Back 

Data 

Spellin 

Language 
Retective 

Lenath 

Sober. 

Congratulations. You hav 

Scenarios. 

Protect Document 

Cell Contents 

Gallery 

Media Player 

Extension Man 

What do you want to do next? 

<Back 

Insert data immediately 

XML Filter Settings... 
AutoCorrect Options. 

Options.. 

O Modity the table design 

63 

Field information 

Field name 

Field type 

AutoValue 

O Automaticaly add a primary key 
Auto yalue 

69 

Entry required 

O Vse an existing field as a primary key 

Fieldname 

93 
75 

O Define primary key as a combination of several fields 

Available fields 

DepartmentlD 

Next > 

A primay ky niquey ioentries ecr 

DepartmentiD 

What do you o you want to name your table? 

Employees 

Help 

Next> 

O Create a form based on this table 

Accessed 
00/00/o000 00-0o 

Next > 

54 
80 

Cancel 

Finish 

75 
91 89 

Primary key fields 

Finish 

% 

needed to create 

Finish 

63 
73 

75 

DepartmentiD 

Integer [ INTEGEF~ 

No 

D Auto yalue 

Nc 

10 

9case he lnking or 

Cance! 

Cance 

rtable. 

Cancel 

each record in a database table. Prmary key 
Without a primary key, it will not be possible to enter data into this table. 



PRACTICAL NO. 9 Retrieve data using query 

Assignment 2 

27 

Field 

Sort 

Alias 

Table 

Visible 

Execute SQL Statement 

Function 

SQL cOmmand 

Sub102 

Criterion 

105 

Sub103 

Grade 

103 

Command to execute 

create table "marksheet" ("Stud_no" tinyint primary key, "Name" varchar(15), 
nyint, "Sub101" decimal(5,2), "Sub102" decimal(5,2), "Sub103 RollNo 

decimal( 

Previous commands 

Status 

Execute SQL Statement 

H marksheet 

1: Command successfuly executed. 

Eile Edit View Insert Iools Window 

OUTPUT SCREENSHOTS 

SQL command 

Command to execute 

MAX("marksheet"."Sub101") 

New Databasel.odb : Query2- OpenOffice Base: Query Design 

alter table "marksheet" add column "Total" tinyint 

Previous commands 

Status 

1: Command successfully executed. 

centage 

RollNo 

marksheet 

RolINoName 

25 

Name 

Sagar 88.00 

marksheet 

Percentage 

Amita 81.00 

Eile Edit View Insert Iools Window Help 

Heip 

Help 

Query2 - New Databasel - OpenOffice Base: Table Data View 

MIN"marksheet"."Sub102") 

Help 

Percentage 

>70 

marksheet 

ar(2 cimal(5,2) 

Execute 

Close 

Execute 

Close 

X 

3. Search conditions 

4. Detail or summary 

5.Grouping 

Eield 

6. Grouping conditions 

Alias 

7. Aliases 

8.Overview 

102 

File Edit View Insert Iools Window Help 

Stud no 

101 

Field 

Helo 

Alias 

Table 

Sort 

marksheet - New Databasel - OpenOffice Base: Table Data View 

Eile Edit View Insert Iools Window Help 

Name RollNo Grade 

DSagar 10 
Amita 103 

Visible 

Sub10 

10 

Query,marksheet - New Databasel - OpenOffice Base: Table Data View 

File kdrt yiew .nsert lools Window Help 

marksheet 

Stud_no 
Name 

RollNo 
Sub101 

Sub102 

101 

Ayailable fields 

Stud_ no 

Sub102 

Sub101 
Sub102 

marksheet.* 

Subl03 

marksheet 

Percentage 

A2 
A2 

Name Sub101 Sub102 Sub103 Total 
Sagar 27.00 25.00 28.00 
Amita 22.00 28.00 23.00 

<Back 

Amita 

Sagar 

103 
105 

Name 

Query3- New Databasel - OpenOffice Base: Table Data View 

File Edit View .nsert Iools Window Help 

marksheet 

ascending 

Stud_no Name RollNo Sub101 Sub102 Sub103 
23.00 
28.00 

Next > 

22.00 

27.00 

28.00 
25.00 

Fields in the Query: 

marksheet.Name 
marksheet.RolINo 
marksheet.Grade 

80 

73 

Finish 

73 

80 

Percentage 
88.00 
81.00 

Total Percentage Grade 
81.00 

88.00 

Cancel 

A2 



PRACTICAL NO. 10Create Forms and Reports using wizard 

Assignment 3 
Form Wizard 

Steps 

L. Freld selection 
2. Set up a subform 

4. Get joined fields 

5. Arrange controls 

6. Set data entry 

7.Apply styles 

8.Set name 

Form Wizard 

Steps 

Help 

1. Field selection 

2. Set up a subform 
2 Add subform fields 

4, Get ioined fields 

5. Arrange controls 
6. Set data entry 

7.Apply styles 
. Set name 

Steps 

Helo 

Form wizard 

1. Field selection 

2. Set up a subform 
3. Add subform fields 

4. Get joined fields 

5.Arrange controls 

6. Set data entry 

7.Apply styles 
8. Set name 

Helo 

|Assignment 5 

OUTPUT SCREENSHOTS 

SOL Command 

Select the 

Tables or queries 
Table: marksheet 

Available fields 

Status 

If possible, they are interpreted as images. 

Arrange the contros on your form 

Label placement 

Binary fields are always listed and selectable from the left list. 

Arrangement of the main form 

O Align left 

O Align right 

Arrangement of the subform 

Beige 

Columpar - Labels Left 

Ice 

As Data Sheet 

Apply the style of your form 

Apply styles 

Grey 

Bed 

<Back 

ht Blu 

Light Gray 

Execute SQL Statement 

Command to execute 

Bac 

NAME VARCHAR(20), 

CREATE TABLE CLASSX 
(ROLLNO INTEGER PRIMARY KEY, 

TOTALMARKS INTEGER, 
PERCENTAGE INTERGER 

Previou commands 

Next> 

Next > 

Fields in ghe form 

RollNo 

Sub102 

i<<Percentage 

Finish 

Einish 

Field border 

O Flat 

O No border 

Finish 

Cancel 

Cancel 

Cancel 

CREATE TABLE CLASSX (ROLLNO INTEGER PRIMARY KEY, NAME VARCH...v| 

Help 

Execute 

1: Table already exists: CLASSX in statement [CREATE TABLE CLASSX] 

2: Table already exists: CLASSX in statement [CREATE TABLE CLASSX] 

Close 

Steps 

Report Wizard 

1. Field selection 

2. Set up a subform 

3. Add subform fields 

4. Get joined fields 

Assignment 4 

5. Arrange controls 

Steps 

6 Set data entry 

7.Apply styles 

8. Set name 

Report Wizard 

Steps 

Report Wizard 

3. Grouping 

1. Field selection 

2. Labelingg fields 

. Grouping 

4. Sort options 

5. Choose layout 

Reoort Wizard 

6. Create report 

Steps 

1. Field selection 

.Sort options 

Helo 

2. Labeling fields 

1. Field selection 

. Labeling fields 

.Grouping 

. Grouping 
4. Sort options 

5. Choose layout 

5. Choose layout 

6. Create report 

s Create report 

Help 

1. Field selection 

Help 

2. Labeling fields 

4. Sort options 

5.Choose layout 

6. Create report 

Help 

Auth or: Yuki Sakurada 
Date: 1/19/23 

Name of the form 

MarkSheetForm 

How do you want to proceed after creating the form? 

O Work with the form 
O Modify the form 

Which fields do you want to have in your report? 

Tables gr queries 
Table: marksheet 

<Back 

Available fields 

How do you want to label the fields? 

Field 

Stud_no 

Saga 

<Back 

Name 

Binary fields cannot be displayed in the report. 

RollNo 

Sub101 

Sub102 

Sub103 

Total 

Layout of data 
Default 
Outline- Borders 

Adn. No Name 

101 

Outline -Compact 

Orientation 

O Landscape 
O Portrait 

Back 

marksheet 

How do you want your report to look? 

Title of report 

Ortine - Highlighted 
Outline - Modern 
Outline- Red & Blue 
Outline, indented -Borders 
Outline, indented - Compact 
Outline, indented Elegant 

ighted 
Outline. indented - Modern 

O Static report 

Label 

O Dynamic report 

Next > 

Adm. N 

Back 

Name 

Next > 

RolINo 

Sub101 

Decide how you want to proceed 

Sub102 

Total 

Sub103 

T105 

What kind of report do you want to create? 

O Modify report layout 

Next > 

O Sreate report now 

k< 

Next > 

25 

Fields in report 

>>Sub102 

Finish 

Stud no 
Name 

Percentage 
Grade 

Finish 

Bubbles 

Layout of headers and footers 

Cinema 

Defa 
Controlling 

Drafting 

How do you want to proceed after creating the report? 

|28 

Finances 
Flipchart 

Generic 

Worldmap 

Formal with Company Logo 

Finish 

RolNo Sub101 Sub102 Sub103 

Cancel 

Note: The dummy text will be replaced 
by data from the database when the 
report is created. 

Cancel 

Finish 

Cancel 

Cancel 

age 

X 

Total Percent- Grade 

|A2 

X 
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Task 
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Stud-NO 

Nom@ 

ROlNO 

Sublo! 

Subl02 

PRACTI CAL - 9 

Condusio) -

Dota Type 

Tnteqex 
Text 

Integes 
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Task -

PRAIANO 2 

IMAGES IN 

Type Subjet ine. 

$ize 

DGTA DOCUNENT 

In this woy we have succosshutly comple kd coe ating Bemplales in00 wsiks and saving kox distsibutjon 

312 

ype school Name and Adds ess as displayed in the 
SCTOen shot 

in aboNe sTeen shot . 

3.2 

s-Apply fuanatting- as yous aish. 

Type the mattes requized for the applicatíon as displayed 

PRACIICAL NO. - 2 

6: Click on Fonnat > Page ontioo. Paoe Sule dialog box uil 

Insegt And Use Images in Digital Daument 

Aim 
Tnsesing imagea and shapes and -zeassanging hen. 
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Taoot Shno shapes and uzite additional text into the shape.: 
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all 3.quaste£s. 
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